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First and foremost, i would like to take this

opportunity to congratulate all those students
who have, through their hardwork and sleepless
nights have achieved a positive result, who have
cleared their CA examinations. You all now are
one more step closer to your dreams. My heartfelt
happiness and wishes go to you and your
achievements.
As Vince Lombardi has quoted "Winning is not a
sometime thing; it's an all time thing. You don't
win once in a while, you don't do things right once
in a while, you do them right all the time. Winning
is a habit." So Let this flow of success continue,
and take you where you want to go, let you have
what you intend.
And to those who did not get the expected results
i would say that "It is not the failure that defines
you,it is not the failure that shapes your
character, but it is your perception of the failure
that defines and moulds your character". We learn
from our failures, not from our success. Each
mistake teaches us something about ourselves.
We have, at Indore branch of CICASA, to help
students figure out how to take this failure and
make the best of this, organised a seminar on
"Innovate or evaporate-strategy from failure to
success" on 23rd July, 2022. This seminar was
attended by more than 200 students where
Speaker CA. Jay Chhaira motivated all the
students and shared his valuable insights and
lessons on dealing with failure, not only in
examinations,but failures we will encounter
throughout our life.

Only those who dare
to fail greatly,
can achieve greatly.
-Robert Kennedy

We started this month of July with our
day! - "The Chartered Accountants Day"
celebrated on 1st July. On this special occasion,
CICASA Indore organized Blood Donation and
Health Checkup Camps, for CA members,
students and their families, with the blessings of
Smt. Sumitra Mahajan, former Lok-Sabha
speaker . Every member and student along with
their families came forward and donated their
blood. This event proved to be a massive
success.
Continuing with CA week, CICASA team
conducted a food and stationery distribution
drive on 7th of July. Where everyone came
forward and contributed wholeheartedly towards
the drive for needy people of our society, who
could not afford the same on their own.
Moving further, CICASA organized a 5 day
Articleship Refresher Course, from 12th July to
16th July, specifically for the CA students who
were to join the articleship or have recently
joined their articleship. In this course, students
were familiarised with the skills and knowledge
they will require to excel in their articleship and
how they can make the most out of their
articleship. The course was specifically designed
to cover the topics of atmost importanceIncluding GST, Corporate Finance, Bank Audit,
IT and GST return filling and their practical
aspects. This was conducted with the help of
practicing Chartered Accountants, sharing vast
knowledge of the topic they have gained
expertise in, with their experiences.
The month of July was incredible and I would like
to thank the team CICASA for their efforts to
make all the events successful.

CA. Swarnim Gupta,

CICASA-CHAIRMAN

Income Tax Section 194R:
TDS on Perquisites,
Business Gifts, Vouchers
INTRODUCTION
The Finance Act 2022 stirred a hornet's nest by
inserting section 194R under Income Tax Act,
1961. As per this section, any resident person
giving benefits or perquisites to any person
aggregating to twenty thousand rupees (20,000)
or more during the course of business and
profession & during the FY shall deduct TDS @
10% on the amount of benefit or fair market
value in case the benefit is in kind, with effect
from 1st July 2022, however the limit of `.
20,000 will be calculated from 1st April 2022.
Responsibility to deduct TDS under this section
is not casted on the Individual/HUF in case the
total sales during the immediate preceding
financial year do not exceed 1 Crore rupees in
case of business and 50 Lakh rupees in case of
the profession.

KEY ISSUES
The application of TDS under this provision will be
troublesome because benefits or perks typically
provided by businesses and professions are in kind
and TDS deduction on kind during the normal
course of activities is highly difficult for the
responsible person. This will also increase the
expenses for the corporates as the person on whom
the responsibility to deduct TDS is casted will now in
addition to the benefit given in kind will make a
deposit to the Tax Authorities in form of TDS.
Fo r E x a m p l e, A c l o t h
businessman gives benefits/
perquisites in kind to the
salesperson.

Shreyansh Ranka
CRO-0662309

Payer

Payee

Benefit
FMV

Business- Salesperson
man

TDS Amount to
be deposited

.50,000 = .50,000 *10% = Rs. 5,556
90%

Sales Discount, Cash Discount, or rebates
allowed to customers from the listed retail price
are exclusively removed from the purview of
benefits/perquisites.
Social Media Influencers have been relieved from
TDS under this section when goods given to them
for branding /marketing have been returned by
them.

CONCLUSION
The applicability of TDS on perquisites,
Business Gifts, Vouchers shall widen the horizon
of Income Tax Authorities as recipients of this
income will now file their Income Tax Return for
claiming a refund, which is otherwise not being
offered to tax by them.
TDS Section 194R Snapshot:
Payer
All Person
except
Individual/
HUF which
do not
Tax Audit
Limit.

Payee
Person on
whose name
benefit/
perquisite
is received.

Rate

limit

10%

`.20,000

Disclaimer: The article is issued just for the knowledge and
guidance of the intended user. The author is not rendering any
professional service or advice in whatsoever form by means of
the above information.
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WHY IS THE
EDTECH INDUSTRY
FALLING?

Aditi Agrawal
CRO-0691891

So, in the past few months, we all might have been hearing about layoffs within the
edtech space. What was once a booming industry with every other start up being
valued at a $billion valuations, now looks like a graveyard in the making.

HERE IS A DATA ON SOME OF RECENT LAYOFFS;

BYJUS;800

Unacademy;600

LIDO; entire staff Udayy;Entire staff

So how did this happen?

Now let's look at the financials

To understand the root cause, let's take an
example.....
1st lets draw a comparison between a physical
institute vs a digital institute and try understand
their financials

Course Fees
Fees
Income

Now let's see the expenses

Let's imagine,

Salary

Its 2016 and Aditi owns a foundation preparation
coaching, where she has 2 classes running with
150 student /class with one being an evening
respectively. Making the net are majorly taught
i.e., LARDI, RCs and Quants with the classes
being 6 days/week and 3hrs./day with 1 subject
being taught per day. The allotted teacher
teaches for 6 hrs/day with 3 hrs. allocated for
both morning and evening

: ` 1.5 lakhs/2yr
: ` 75000/yrs. (300 students)
: ` 2.25 Cr/yrs.

: ` 1.5 lacs/month/teacher
= ` 54 lacs
Rent
: ` 50k/month (3xclassroom)
= ` 18 lacs
Miscellaneous : ` 20 lakhs/PA (housekeeping)
So, to sum it
: ` 2.25 cr all Revenue
Expense
: ` 92 lacs (approx.)
So, profit should be approx. ` 1.33 Cr
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IT IS POSSIBLE
Right ? wrong
Why? because one of the biggest expenses
that we didn't mention here is marketing
But why huge?
Because back then Facebook & Instagram didn't
have the user base that they have today So, the
only way of marketing back then used to be the
conventional way of doing it And this is what
actually made marketing expensive for Aditi back
end too But This is where the Jio wave came and
revolutionized the way edtech was and we started
to see the rise of digital coaching institutes.

I can't compete with the
stars in the sky
As they are invisible,
But I can do CA
Which is possible.
The journey begins,
Not with all the wins,
I failed I cried,
I open the window to
clear out my mind,
Then I found many like mine,
Struggling to clear this line.

Post which What Aditi did is that she hired 3
teachers, gave them a 2-month salary and got
their lectures recorded
3 teachers=1.5lacs*2=9lacs (fixed cost) +2lacs
for video editing = 11 lacs (total)

I stood up, Never gave up,
Either can be the first,
Or maybe the last,
But, I must complete, What I start.

Because Now there is no need of physical
classrooms, that means no rent, no admin staffs
and no electricity Which made this model
extremely economical for her as a whole Plus,
Aditi now can sell her course anywhere across the
globe and can even advertise the same on the
internet to generate leads in half the cost what
she was incurring on bill boards Which she is
using a small team, can then convert into sales

CA is not a journey,
Just to earn money,
CA are two letters,
Which makes you feel better,
CA is not just the degree,
It's the root of accounting
society named tree.

Now According to one point four media
The customer acquisition cost of a customer
back in 2017, who was about to pay 50000 as
fees, used to be less than 10000 That means Post
opting for digital, Aditi just had to pay 10000 for
marketing (CAC) and 10% of faculty
commission, and rest all of 70% approx. was her
profit But if it was so profitable why is this
happening all of a sudden?

CA is not just about auditing or
tax planning, It's the beginning of
the new inning.

Watch out for part 2
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WORK-LIFE BALANCE
IN ARTICLESHIP
WORK-LIFE BALANCE
After a student enters the stage of articleship in
CA course his life changes. It is not only about
studies now there are responsibilities to fulfil,
deadlines to meet and mental health to be taken
care of.CA course is designed in such a way that
after going through articleship, apart from
knowledge an article also grabs the skill of time
management.
There will be work, a lot of work but not
everything is to be done by only you, everything
is not meant to be learnt at the present moment.
Being a workaholic can help you learn a lot in CA
field but it can also avert you from becoming a
CA.
There will be time when you will have more than
1 task at a time and if you go for multitasking, it
may lead to more errors, so one has to make a
choice. Prioritizing is what makes you take the
correct decision. As per Stephen Covey, “The key
is not to prioritize what's on your schedule, but
to schedule your priorities.” Hence a student
should first plan the things that can't be left on
the other day and the take decisions accordingly.
Prioritizing tasks each day will help you meet
deadlines both in work and life. It helps to fight
procrastination as well. Learning to say no
without feeling bad will make you focus on
accomplishing priorities with less difficulties.
Another effective method for balancing is to
decide a time for things which are to be done on
everyday basis like studies, work, exercise, etc.
For example deciding if you want to study after
waking up or before going to bed not only gives
clarity but also reduces stress. Also to keep a
check on how well you are performing one
should keep a track of what they did on hourly

Yukta Nankani
CRO-0672710

basis. There are various app for keeping a track
record of time some recommendations include
Google keep and Google Task. It not only saves
you from wasting your time but also can be used
to analyse and take decisions accordingly.
Spending less time on unproductive activities
will lead to spare more time for productive tasks.
Spending time carefully will help you achieve
more. Compounding is a key when one wants to
achieve more in less time. Doing a task for short
amount of time everyday is better than spending
days just before the last day of completion. Here
discipline and consistency are equally
important.
Also living in the present moment and focusing
on one task at a time is an art which once
developed can lead to improvement in
performance and also reduces over thinking
which isn't good for mental health. Apart from it
spending some time with self and doing a pep
talk when needed is a therapy which can solve
most of the problems anyone faces.
At last to enjoy the journey of articleship having
good relations with colleagues and spending
time with friends and family is equally important
as these are the years of adulthood which will
never return. Having fun should be in the to-do
list of every student on weekends. And
remember career is a part of life and there are
things beyond it.
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BOOK of the
MONTH

SURROUNDED
BY IDIOTS
~Book by Thomas Erikson

1. Why is speaking to some people so easy, while
others were total blockheads?
Some conversations flowed naturally, while others
didn't even start—no matter how we conducted
ourselves. When the author was twenty five years
old, he decided to learn, after his totally disastrous
meeting with a self employed man, Sture, who was
in his sixties, what is probably the most important
knowledge of all-how people function.
He began to study how to understand the people
who initially seem so difficult. He started to look
answers for questions like, why are some people
silent, why do others never stop talking, why do
some people always tell the truth while others never
do. Why do some always arrive on time, while others
rarely manage to? And even why did we like some
people more than others?
This book discuss method is called the
DISA—Dominance, Inducement, Submission, and
Analytic ability—system. These four terms are the
primary behavior types, which describe how
people see themselves in relationship to their
environment. Each of these behavior types is
associated with a color—Red, Yellow, Green, and
Blue.
'communication Happens On The Listeners Terms
2. Sound strange?
Let me explain. Everything we say to a person is
filtered through his frames of reference, biases, and
preconceived ideas. For many different reasons, he
can interpret what you want to convey in a totally
different way than you intended
(Now sounds familier?).
What is actually understood will, naturally, vary

Shriyansh Shukla CRO-0663095
depending on who you are speaking to, but it is very
rare that the entire message gets through exactly as
you conceived it in your mind. This is one of the
many challenges of communication. You simply
can't change how the listener functions. By
adjusting yourself to how other people want to be
treated, you become more effective in your
communication.
Why Is This So Important?
You help other people understand you by creating
a secure arena for communication—on their terms.
Then the listener can use his energy to understand
rather than to consciously or unconsciously react to
your manner of communicating. All of us need to
develop our flexibility and so be able to vary our
style of communication, adapting it when we
speak to people who are different from us. Flexibility
and the ability to interpret other people's needs is
what characterize a good communicator.
It's Been Going On for a While. “We see what we do,
but we do not see why we do what we do. Thus, we
assess and appraise each other through what we
see that we do.”. Different behavior patterns are
what creates dynamism in our lives.
3. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SYSTEM
There are four main categories of behavior types,
each of which is associated with a color. This book is
about how you can recognize them. About 80
percent of all people have a combination of two
colors that dominate their behavior. Approximately
5 percent have only one color that dominates
behavior. The others are dominated by three colors.
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Throughout the book I focus on the single colors individually because they are the fundamental
components of a person's behavior.
It's like a recipe—we need to understand all the ingredients before we bake the cake. Entirely Green
behavior, or Green in combination with one other color, is the most common. The least common is entirely
Red behavior, or Red behavior in combination with one other color.

4. RED BEHAVIOUR
This is the behavior type that Hippocrates in his theory of human temperament called choleric.
Nowadays you might call a Red person bold, ambitious, driven, but also potentially hottempered, rash, or dominant. You quickly notice a Red person because he doesn't make
the slightest effort to conceal who he is. He has goals in life that others may find difficult to
even imagine that may seem even impossible to achieve. Reds strive forward, always
pushing themselves harder, and they almost never give up. They carry inside them the
firm belief that they can achieve anything—if they just work hard enough.
People who have lots of Red in their behavior are task-oriented extroverts and they
enjoy challenges. They make quick decisions and are often comfortable taking the
lead and taking risks. These are people who willingly take command and go to the
fore. Their disposition is ideal in competitive situations. It's not unusual for a CEO or a
president to have lots of Red in his behavior.
A form of competition is present in everything Reds do. To say that they constantly
want to challenge and compete is probably not entirely true, but if a chance of
winning something arises—why not? The exact nature of the competition is
unimportant; it's the competitive element that keeps Reds running on all cylinders.
You can also recognize Reds by other behavior patterns. Who talks the loudest?
Reds. Who goes all out when explaining something? Reds. Who's always the first to
answer a question? Reds again.
Who, during an otherwise pleasant dinner, makes categorical comments on just
about any topic? And who will judge an entire country based on something he
saw on television?
Reds!
Something is always happening in the lives of Red people. They can't sit still. Idle time is
wasted time. Life is short; better get going immediately, because to them TIME IS
MONEY.
So what do you think?
Do you know any Reds?
Do you have any around you?
If you want to get to know some famous Red people, consider Steve Jobs, FDR,
Venus Williams, or Margaret Thatcher. There's also Barack Obama and Mother
Teresa.
Oh yes, it's true. If you consider Mother Teresa's deeds, the strength she needed and whom she
had to deal with—the world's foremost leaders—to achieve what she did, then you'll realize
that she was extremely determined and forceful. A typical Red profile.
“That Sounds Fun! Let Me Do It!”
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5. YELLOW BEHAVIOUR
Words that can be used to describe him are Optimistic and cheerful, a person with a bright
outlook on life. The thesaurus even suggests the epithet a man of possibilities …
how about that?
It is, in fact, an excellent description of Yellow behavior. These are people who live to live,
always finding opportunities for enjoyment. Life is a banquet, and Yellows will see to it that
they savor every bite. They are driven by merriment and laughter. And why not? The sun is
always shining somewhere. Recognizing a Yellow is easy. He's the one who's talking all the
time. He's the one who gives answers rather than asking questions—often answering
questions that no one has even asked. He answers a question by telling a story that may or
may not have anything to do with the issue. But it really doesn't matter, because he will put
you in a cheerful mood. Besides, his unshakably positive attitude also makes it impossible
for you to feel upset for long. They are also very typically touchy-feely people. Like Reds,
Yellows are very willing to make quick decisions, but they can rarely explain why using
rational reasoning. A more likely response would be, “It just felt right.”.
“The More the Merrier! Your Friends Are My Friends.…”
People with lots of Yellow in their behavior are focused on creating relationships. They are
outgoing and can be extremely persuasive. They're enthusiastic, excited, and happy to talk
about their feelings for others and, not infrequently, for complete strangers.
Yellows can talk to anyone. They are not at all shy, perceiving most people they meet as
pleasant. They even see strangers in a positive light—they're just friends you haven't met yet. And
with all their energy and optimism, Yellows are very persuasive. It's easy for them to get carried away, seeing
opportunities and solutions where others might only see a dead end.
So what do you think? Have you ever met a real Yellow? Famous people who exhibit clear yellow traits
include Oprah Winfrey, Robin Williams, Ellen DeGeneres, and, to take some fictional examples, Pippin from
The Lord of the Rings and Han Solo from Star Wars.
6. GREEN BEHAVIOUR
The Green person is the most common. You'll meet him virtually everywhere.
He can be described as being the average of all the other colors, not something negative; it
simply means that While Reds are stressed performance seekers, Yellows are creative bon
vivant guys, and Blues are perfectionist Knights of Excel Spreadsheets, Greens counterbalance
the other more extreme behavioral traits in an elegant way. Hippocrates called them
phlegmatic people. The Aztecs called them earth people.
Calm, leisurely, and easygoing are some words that could also describe them. Also to
mention you can't ignore the fact that Greens are more passive than others. They're not as
driven as Reds, not as resourceful as Yellows, and not as orderly as Blues. This describes
most of the population. But it's not just that. Greens will not offend people if they can avoid
it. They'd rather not offend anyone at all, and they won't talk back if the boss makes a
strange decision. They usually strive to fit in, which makes them more balanced people.
They're ideal for calming down confused Yellows, for example. And they're excellent at
warming up Blues, who, on occasion, can indeed be a tad too cold. They are very tolerant
towards other people's more singular behavior.
So, Do you have any Greens in your family? Highly likely.
Mr. Rogers, Gandhi, Michelle Obama, and Jimmy Carter are some well-known people
with elements of Green. There's a guy who knew how to help others.
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7. BLUE BEHAVIOUR
“Why Are We Doing This? What's the Science Behind It?”
The last of the four colors is an interesting fellow. You've probably met him. He doesn't make
a fuss about himself, but he does keep tabs on what is happening around him. While a
Green will just go with the flow, a Blue has all the right answers. In the background, he
analyzes: classifies, evaluates, assesses. He is also a realist. He sees errors, and he sees
risks. He's the melancholic who closes the circle of behavior.
Reserved, analytical, and detail-oriented are some words you might associate with
a Blue. A Blue can rarely get too many facts or have too many pages of fine print.
People say that God is in the details, and I now we can imagine that it was a Blue
who first said that. No detail is too small to be noticed. Cutting corners is simply not
an option for a Blue.
They're generally very cautious. They often think safety first. Where a Red or Yellow
would take a wild chance, a Blue will hold off and consider everything one more
time. There may be more factors to take into account, right? You need to get to
the bottom of things before you act. This can manifest itself in various ways. It's a
fact that for the Blue, the trip is more important than the destination, exactly the
opposite of a Red. Obviously, this amount of caution can result in no decisions
being made at all, and it also means that Blues rarely take any major risks. Never taking
any risks ensures a predictable life; we can probably agree on that. I'm not saying
anything about how exciting and inspiring it would be; I'm just stating the facts.
Sometimes a Blue can even completely refrain from starting something because he
can't assess the risks. Many Blues you will meet don't say a single word unnecessarily.
Does that mean they have nothing to say? Don't they have opinions about things? Not
at all, they are just very, very introverted. Blues are the calm, stable individuals the
Aztecs equated with the sea, the element of water. Quiet on the outside, but under the
surface anything could be happening. “Introverted” doesn't mean silent; it means
active in the inner world. But the effect of this is often quiet.
Have you identified some Blues in your life? Bill Gates and Albert Einstein both used their
attention to detail and meticulous nature to build their success. We also have Sandra
Day O'Connor and Condoleezza Rice.
8. HOW TO USE WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED
Learning something new isn't always the easiest of tasks. It may seem simple,
but it's not easy. There's always so much to do, so much to read, and so
much to learn. Where do you start? We would recommend starting off by
reading this book itself “Surrounded by Idiots” at least once. Because you
can have a glance what's out of the window through summaries, but to
completely see the picture you will have to step out of the door. Through this
summary we have delivered to you the basic understanding of all the colors,
of how the system works and what are the types of behavior a specific color
inhabits. And if you want answers to the questions like, how different colors
perceive themselves? What are the best and worst qualities of each
individual colors? How each color reacts to different circumstances? What
each color expects from you? And many other questions. Then all answers
are in the book which we highly recommend to everyone.
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Do you know FACTS

TATA THE BOSS

How Tesla
generates the
majority of his profits?
Tesla does not even earn profits from selling
cars , Yess! The fact is govt issues carbon
credits to companies which is basically
amount of pollution that they can produce.
1 ton of carbon credit = 1 ton of carbon in
atmosphere And the cleaner companies like
tesla sells their CC they don't use to the
companies that pollute too much.
Tesla earns on an average 400 million dollars
every quarter from selling CC.

Tata owns 24% of the world internet , actually ,
internet traffic travels on tata communication
routes, which is 24% of worlds internet routes.
Tata connects its subsea optic fibre cables through
6 continents together.
It has control over 1 lakh 30 thousand miles of
fibre cables.
Jio might be the market leader but without tata ,
world`s internet might be very slow.

JUNK
FOOD
TAX!
In hungary, you gave to pay junk food
tax.In 2011, Hungaraian govt. has
imposed 4 % junk food tax on food
which contain high levels of sugar and
salt. Soft drinks, candies, snacks , fruit
jams like products have 4% tax.
Hungary isn`t the only country to do
this. In 2013, mexico did something
similar, they levied 8% tax on food items
which has energy density more than 275
kilo calories per 100 grams. They are
categorised as non-essentials foods.
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Celebration

CA DAY
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Chartered IncrEDIBLES Food Distribution Drive
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Motivational Seminar - 23rd July 2022
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